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,e agricultural machinery experiment is restricted by the crop production season. Missing the crop growth cycle will extend the
machine development period. ,e use of virtual reality technology to complete preassembly and preliminary experiments can
reduce the loss caused by this problem. To improve the intelligence and stability of virtual assembly, this paper proposed a more
stable dynamic gesture cognition framework: the TCP/IP protocol constituted the network communication terminal, the leap
motion-based vision system constituted the gesture data collection terminal, and the CNN-LSTM network constituted the
dynamic gesture recognition classification terminal. ,e dynamic gesture recognition framework and the harvester virtual
assembly platform formed a virtual assembly system to achieve gesture interaction. ,rough experimental analysis, the improved
CNN-LSTM network had a small volume and could quickly establish a stable and accurate gesture recognition model with an
average accuracy of 98.0% (±0.894). ,e assembly efficiency of the virtual assembly system with the framework was improved by
approximately 15%. ,e results showed that the accuracy and stability of this model met the requirements, the corresponding
assembly parts were robust in the virtual simulation environment of the whole machine, and the harvesting behaviour in the
virtual reality scene was close to the real scene. ,e virtual assembly system under this framework provided technical support for
unmanned farms and virtual experiments on agricultural machinery.

1. Introduction

,e agricultural machinery experiment is severely restricted
by the production season. Missing the proper crop growth
period led to an extension of the development cycle [1]. It
was difficult to complete all of the experiments in one cycle.
To solve such problems, some researchers chose agricultural
machinery cross-regional experiments [2], but such exper-
imental methods were only suitable for countries with
abundant climate resources.With the development of virtual
reality technology, some researchers have begun to use
virtual reality technology to complete simulation experi-
ments [3–5]. ,e application of virtual reality technology in
the field of agricultural machinery was mainly concentrated
in the design and manufacture of agricultural machinery

products, and there were also successful cases in virtual
experiments of agricultural machinery products [6–10].
However, the models in these schemes were all standard
assemblies generated in 3D software. Skipping the steps of
virtual equipment would cause the assembly dimension
chain to be in a state of minimum or zero error. A series of
experiments conducted in this state was not typical.

Accurate dynamic gesture recognition was a prerequisite
for virtual assembly systems. Deep learning played an im-
portant role in gesture recognition technology due to its unique
advantages. Lu et al. completed a one-time learning gesture
recognition algorithm from the first perspective [11, 12].
Ameur et al. developed an intelligent training assistance system
based on gesture recognition to automatically evaluate em-
ployee performance [13], and Bangaru et al. proposed a time
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series classification algorithm for small training sets [14].
Fajardo et al. [15] proposed using time-spectrum discrete
analysis to obtain manual features and a CNN to extract depth
features to classify single-channel device recording signals. In
other related areas of identification, attempts were made to
improve accuracy or system robustness by combining tradi-
tional algorithms with new neural networks [16–20]. To adapt
to the characteristics of a few samples and low storage space
available for deep learning in the agricultural machinery in-
dustry, as well as the time and space dependence of dynamic
gesture recognition, this paper combines an LSTM and a CNN
to construct a CNN-LSTM network.

Based on the above understanding, the construction of an
agricultural machinery virtual assembly system using dynamic
gesture recognitive interaction based on a CNN-LSTM net-
work was conducive to the error analysis of virtual simulation
experiments and had practical importance for the design and
simulation of agricultural machinery. ,erefore, this paper
proposed amore stable dynamic gesture cognition framework:
the TCP/IP protocol constituted the network communication
terminal, the leap motion-based vision system constituted the
gesture data collection terminal, and the CNN-LSTM network
constituted the dynamic gesture recognition classification
terminal. ,e dynamic gesture recognition framework and the
harvester virtual assembly platform formed a virtual assembly
system to complete gesture interaction. Simultaneously, a
simulation experiment scene was constructed, and compar-
ative experiments were conducted with harvesting behaviour
and binocular vision navigation, which confirmed the supe-
riority of virtual simulation.

2. Virtual Assembly System Architecture
and Principles

We used the harvester of an enterprise as an example to
construct a virtual assembly system: use Unity3D to build a
virtual assembly platform, build a dynamic gesture cognitive
interaction system based on the CNN-LSTM algorithm, and
use leap motion to obtain real-world hand command in-
formation and position information. ,e complete system
structure is shown in Figure 1. It consisted of a virtual
assembly platform and a dynamic visual recognition system.
,e communication thread of the entire platform used the
TCP/IP protocol to ensure the stability of the interaction.

,e main functional modules of the virtual assembly
platform were composed of four parts. Part 1, vision con-
troller: as a control interface, it could control the input and
output of the viewing angle and other module parameters.
Part 2, model library: we stored models of harvesting ma-
chinery, gestures, and parts. Part 3, assembly object con-
troller: we controlled the behaviour of the parts operated by
gestures based on mechanics and a dynamics engine. Part 4,
virtual gesture controller: we perceived the gesture infor-
mation and worked with the equipment object controller to
complete the virtual assembly.

,emain principle of the dynamic gesture recognition visual
system was to use leap motion to perceive the posture and depth
data of external gestures as input. After data input, we first used a
CNN to extract feature vectors, constructed the feature vectors in

a time series sequence, and used them as an LSTM network for
input data. ,en, we used an LSTM network for processing
gesture classification to obtain gesture classification information.
,en, the depth datawas processed and turned into amapping of
the corresponding gesture position on the virtual assembly side.
,e above two kinds of information cooperated with the object
controller and gesture controller of the virtual assembly platform
to complete the virtual assembly process.

3. Construction of Dynamic Gesture
Recognition System

3.1. Gesture Library Definition. ,e construction of the
gesture library was the basis for gesture recognition and
instruction judgement. ,e establishment of the gesture
library included gesture data and gesture definition. ,e
specific construction content is shown in Tables 1 and 2.

(1) Gesture Data. ,ere were five kinds of data types in
gesture data:

,e data frame was the protocol data unit of the data link
layer, which consisted of three parts: the frame header, a
data part, and the end of the frame. Among them, the
frame head and end contained some necessary control
information, such as synchronisation information, ad-
dress information, and error control information. We
mainly recorded new dynamic data of gestures.
InteractionHand: ,is mainly recorded the number of
hands participating in the interaction and shielded the
data from the interfering hands. Its state was switched
by the mode switch in Table 2.
InteractionHand Palm: ,is was the estimated value of
palm width and length. Here, we used the anchor-based
algorithm to introduce a number of prior values and
approximate guesses.
InteractionHand IndexTip: We recorded the three
states of the IndexTip: (Extended) straight, (Not Ex-
tended) bending, and (Either) merger.
InteractionHand GrabAngle: We recorded the degree of
bending of all fingers. ,is was calculated by observing
the direction of the four fingers and the folder between
the directions of the fingers, as shown in Algorithm (3).
When calculating the length, the thumb was not con-
sidered.,e open palmwas 0 arc of an open hand.When
this position was a tight fist, it would reach the π arc.

(2) Gesture Definition. Gesture definition rule algorithm:

(1) Rotation:
PLI xLI, yLI, zLI( ,

PLT xLT, yLT, zLT( ,

0≤MagPLI−PLT
≤m,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where PLI is the left index finger coordinates,m; PLT

is the left thumb coordinates, m; and MagPLI−PLT
is

the Euclidean metric, m.
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(2) Translation:

PRV xRV, yRV, zRV( ,

K,


T0 �

1 0 0 xRV ∗K

0 1 0 yRV ∗K

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

,

(2)

where PRV is the right hand speed, m/frame; K is the
translation amplitude parameter; and T0 is the
translation matrix, mm.
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Figure 1: Architecture diagram of the virtual assembly system.

Table 1: Gesture data.

Data type
Frame
InteractionHand
InteractionHand Palm
InteractionHand IndexTip
InteractionHand GrabAngle

Table 2: Gesture definition.

Gesture type Command signal Gesture behaviour

One-hand

Rotation

Translation

Reset

Mode switch

Hands

Perspective away

Perspective close
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(3) Mode switch:

NRP xRP, yRP, zRP( ,

yRP ≤ 0,

GRP ≥ π,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(3)

where NRP is the right palm vector,m, and GRP is the
angle between the index of the right hand and the
palm vector, m.

(4) Hands gesture:

PLI xLI, yLI, zLI( ,

PLT xLT, yLT, zLT( ,

0≤MagPLI−PLT
≤m,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

PRI xRI, yRI, zRI( ,

PRT xRT, yRT, zRT( ,

0≤MagPRI−PRT
≤m,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

where PLI is the left index finger coordinates,m; PLT

is the left thumb coordinates, m; PRI is the right
index finger coordinates, m; PRT is the right thumb
coordinates, m; and MagPLI−PLT

and MagPRI−PRT
are

the Euclidean metric, m.

3.2. Dynamic Gesture Recognition System. Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) have characteristics such as a large
amount of training model data and high memory usage of
the training set. Long short-term memory (LSTM) network
models could fully reflect the long-term historical process in
the input time series data and could not mine the effective
information and potential relationships between discon-
tinuous data. ,erefore, in this section, a CNN-LSTM
network was built to achieve dynamic gesture recognition, a
CNN spatial dimension feature learning, and an LSTM that
was responsible for time dimension feature learning.

,e construction of the dynamic gesture recognition
visual system was mainly divided into two steps: defining
gesture commands and constructing a CNN-LSTM classi-
fier.,e process of recognising gestures is shown in Figure 2.
It captures the behaviours corresponding to gesture com-
mands in the actual environment and takes position, ro-
tation, and index as feature values. After the data were
converted, they were input into the trained classifier. ,e
actual gestures and the defined gestures are obtained by the
classifier at the same time. A defined classification proba-
bility between gestures, the largest classification probability
gesture, was selected to interpret the actual gesture com-
mands, and the actual gesture command recognition was
completed. Because the recognition algorithm took less than
36ms, it ensured the fluency of recognition and could be
used for real-time and dynamic gesture recognition.

3.2.1. Gesture Command Definition. After analysis [21, 22],
gesture behaviours were mostly expressed by index finger
depiction, such as writing and drawing. Capturing index

finger behaviour required collecting the following feature
values: three components of position, three components of
rotation angle, and three components of an index finger, as
shown in Figure 3.

To strengthen the classification effect and to enhance the
characteristics of gesture commands, due to the obvious
feature changes between Arabic numerals, the form of
depicting Arabic numerals by the index finger was selected
as the gesture command. ,e expression of the gesture
command was stipulated as follows: within the specified unit
time, the right index finger kept repeating a certain number,
and the system recorded the characteristic value of the right
index finger. ,e three-dimensional visualisation of the
index finger feature values of some samples is shown in
Figure 4.

To facilitate data analysis, the visualisation of gesture
commands was needed. ,e captured index finger depicted
the characteristic values of numbers 0–9, as shown in a line
graph in Figure 5, where from left to right the gesture labels
of numbers 0–9 could be seen. From top to bottom, there
were three components: position, rotation angle, and index.

,rough Figure 5, obvious differences between the
gesture commands, indicating that the gesture commands
used the index finger to draw Arabic numerals, had a strong
degree of discrimination, strengthened the classification
effect, and were beneficial to building a classifier with better
performance and higher robustness.

3.2.2. Construction of CNN-LSTM Classifier. Dynamic
gesture recognition is a classification task based on time
series. ,ere are traditional methods such as HMM and
DTW for time series processing methods, but the traditional
methods are more complicated and often require profes-
sional feature engineering processing work. In contrast, the
deep learning method could avoid tedious feature engi-
neering. Considering that the differences between digital
gestures often existed in multiple local features, we could use
a CNN to extract time series features and then use the
extracted features as input to an LSTM to classify gestures
and form a convolutional timing network (CNN-LSTM).
,e network structure is shown in Figure 6. ,e network
mainly included 2 convolutional layers, 1 pooling layer, and
1 LSTM layer.

Training in the CNN-LSTM network: After the picture
with the hand motion information was processed by the
input layer, the pixel information with the picture was
formed and input into the convolutional layer, and the
different features of the input image were extracted through
the convolutional layer. For such input data, the first layer of
the convolutional layer may have extracted only some low-
level features, such as edges, lines, and corners, and more
layers of the network iteratively extracted more complex
features from the low-level features. ,erefore, two con-
volutional layers were used for feature extraction here.

For the data volume of the image after the convolutional
layer was directly used for network training and prediction,
the calculation amount was too large, and the phenomenon
of overfitting was prone to occur. To reduce the amount of
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calculation and suppress the overfitting phenomenon, the
pooling process was performed, and the downsampling
operation was performed while retaining the important
original data on the feature map, thereby reducing the size of
the feature map.

After the pooling process, an LSTM was used to classify
the recognised gesture features. ,e neuron structure dia-
gram of an LSTM is shown in Figure 7.

,e figure refers to the implementation details of the
hidden layer. ,e input and output of this layer were xt and
ht, respectively, and the memory unit was ct.

,e input gate was used to control the value of the
current input data xt flowing into the memory unit, which
could be expressed as

it � δ Wxixt + Whiht−1 + bi( . (5)

PosX

PosY

PosZ

Pos

(a)

RotX

RotY

RotZ

Rot

(b)

NorX

Nor

NorY

NorZ

(c)

Figure 3: ,e characteristic values needed to capture the index finger. (a) Position feature. (b) Rotation angle feature. (c) Index pointing
characteristic.
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Figure 4: ,ree-dimensional visualisation of index finger eigenvalues.
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,e forgetting gate controlled the retention and for-
getting of information. ,e influence of the information in
the memory unit ct−1 at the previous moment on the current

memory unit ct avoided the disappearance and explosion of
the gradient caused when the gradient propagates back over
time, which could be expressed as

posx

rotx

norx

posy

roty

nory

posz

rotz

norz

num

Figure 5: Comparison of eigenvalues drawn by the index finger from 0 to 9.
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ft � δ Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + bf ,

ct � ftθct−1 + itθ tanh Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc( .
(6)

,e influence of the output gate control memory unit ct

on the current output value ht, also referring to which part
would be output, could be expressed as

ot � δ Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + bo( ,

ht � otθ tanh ct( .
(7)

4. Virtual Assembly Platform

,e virtual assembly platform contained four core modules,
which were developed based on the Unity3D engine, namely,
1. viewing the angle controller, 2. the model library, 3. the
assembly object controller, and 4. the virtual gesture con-
troller, as shown in Figure 8. For specific functions, see
Section 1.

After the model library was constructed, the bridge and
the gearbox were the target objects, which were modelled by
SolidWorks, formatted by PiXYZ Studio and imported into
Unity3D.,is section specifically introduced the perspective
controller adapted to the virtual assembly platform and the
virtual assembly object controller (virtual hand could be
regarded as a special virtual assembly object).

5. Perspective Controller

In this system, in addition to the common first-person ar-
bitrary roaming perspective, to ensure that the actual in-
teraction of the assembly systemwas smooth, a synchronised
perspective based on the synchronisation point of both
hands and a perspective change guided by a special gesture
operation should also be included.

,e unified formula for synchronous perspective and
perspective transformation was

T0 �

1 0 0 X0

0 1 0 Y0

0 0 1 Z0

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

T1 �

cos θ 0 −sin θ 0

0 1 0 0

sin θ 0 cos θ 1

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

T2 �

1 0 0 0

0 cos θ sin θ 0

0 −sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x0 � 0, y0 � 0.408, z0 � 0.457( ,

φx0
� 11∘,φy0

� 0∘,φz0
� 0∘ ,

⎧⎨

⎩

(8)

where x0, y0, z0 are the camera local coordinates (rel-
ative to leap motion); m, φx0

, φy0
, φz0

are the camera partial

angles (relative to leap motion); T0 is the camera translation
matrix, mm; T1 is the camera rotation matrix around the y
axis; and T2 is the camera rotation matrix around the x axis.

,e perspective controller activated the corresponding
rotation matrix after sensing the gesture command and used
the rotation matrix to complete the transformation of the
camera, thereby bringing about the transformation effect of
the perspective. Considering the actual assembly operation,
the first was used as the trigger gesture of the viewing angle
movement command, and the position change of the hands
was used as the operation map. ,e effect of the change is
shown in Figure 9.

5.1. Virtual Assembly and Virtual Hand Controller. ,is part
mainly completed the logical control of virtual assembly, and
this part was composed of assembly logic and interference
detection of trigger logic.

Interference detection was a computer application
technology that detected whether there was interference or
penetration between objects in a virtual environment. It was
mainly determined by the positional relationship of the
triangles that constituted the model. ,e position of the
triangle overlaps represented interference. Start logic was
detected. Accurate triangle patch detection would have
improved the accuracy of interference detection, but it
would have also increased the large amount of calculation.
,erefore, this paper used hierarchical transmission to
construct six different levels of bounding boxes to achieve
interference detection, as shown in Figure 10.

For models that do not have key attributes, we used a, b,
and c, three bounding boxes to fit the shape according to the
specific shape; used mesh rows to fit the entire model for key
parts, such as gearboxes; and included models that em-
phasized mechanical properties, such as wheels. Extremum
slip, extremum value, asymptote slip, and asymptote value
wheel collider were used for interference detection to reduce
the amount of calculation while maintaining accuracy. ,e
fitting effect of the assembly process is shown in Figure 11.

After analysing the virtual assembly requirements, the
interaction rules between the virtual hand and the target part
are shown in Figure 12. ,e virtual assembly platform
obtained hand position information and hand command
information. According to the hand position information,
the virtual hand was generated at the corresponding position
in the virtual environment. ,e virtual hand was controlled
to shoot rays according to the hand command information.
If the command was recognised as an open hand, the virtual
hand did not emit or stop the ray. If the command was
recognised as a fist, the virtual hand generated a ray; when
the ray intersected the corresponding part, it could be based
on the hand. ,e part position information changed the
position of the corresponding part to realise the function of
grabbing and moving the part; after grabbing the part, when
the command was recognised as the open hand, the virtual
hand stopped generating rays, disconnected from the part,
and judged whether the part had reached the installation. If
it reached the installation position, the part moved to the
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installation position; when the part coincided with the in-
stallation position, we judged whether the part is installed
correctly and gave a prompt.

6. Experiment and Analysis

6.1. CNN-LSTM Gesture Recognition Algorithm Performance
Analysis

6.1.1. CNN and LSTM Network Performance Analysis. To
analyse the performance of the deep learning method, the
machine learning algorithm was used for gesture recogni-
tion. Among the three algorithms of RF, SVM, and KNN, the
accuracy of random forest was the highest, reaching 78%,
which was used as the accuracy baseline. We optimised the
key parameter filter and kernel function of the initial CNN
network and determined the optimal number of filters as 64,
the size of the optimal kernel function was 10, and its test

accuracy was 96.6% (±1.200). ,e time was 1 minute and 15
seconds.

When the LSTM parameter “maximum epochs” was set
to 200, the accuracy could reach 99%, and the time used was
4 minutes and 47 seconds; when the number of maximum
epochs was 100, the test accuracy was 92.2% (±3.763), and
the time used was 2 minutes and 32 seconds. Although
LSTM had a high accuracy, it took a long time and was
difficult to use for network training on large datasets.

6.1.2. CNN-LSTM Performance Analysis. In separate ex-
periments on the CNN and LSTM networks, all sample
points of a single sample were exposed to the network, and
one-time weight training was performed. ,e learned fea-
tures were based on global considerations. However, real
gestures were often based on differences between multiple
local features and other gestures, which ultimately formed a

Model library

Provide model

Behavior control

Vision controller

Assembly object
controller

Virtual gesture
controller

Figure 8: ,e four core modules of the virtual assembly platform.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 9: Perspective change guided by gestures. (a) Original perspective 1. (b) Original perspective 2. (c) Original perspective 3. (d) Move
left 1. (e) Move back 2. (f ) Rotating angle of view.
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fundamental difference. ,e CNN-LSTM network could
learn based on time series; we segmented the sample points
and finally applied local features to single-sample gesture
recognition. To obtain a good CNN-LSTM network and
optimise the structural parameters of the network, three
experiments were designed: the best time sequence test, the
F/K parameter selection test, and the best network perfor-
mance test.

(1) ,e best time sequence test. To select the initial
parameters of the CNN-LSTM network, we per-
formed multisequence segment detection experi-
ments and selected the best sequence segment
according to the accuracy range of different sequence
segments.

,e data structure of the CNN-LSTM network could
be expressed as m ∗ t ∗ b ∗ n, where m is the
number of samples, t is the number of time steps, b is
the length of the time single step, and n is the type of
eigenvalue. ,e best sequence segment test mainly
involved the parameters filter, kernel, b, and t. T is a
single-sample sequence segment with 1000 sample
points, and the sequence segment was divided into 6
types, as shown in Table 3. ,e results of the test are
shown in Figure 13.

From the analysis of Figure 13, we could see that
from the perspective of amplitude change, the best
time sequence segment was t� 5, b� 20, and its
accuracy distribution was very tight.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f )

Figure 10: Bounding boxes for different objects. (a) Box collider. (b) Sphere collider. (c) Capsule collider. (d) Mesh collider. (e) Wheel
collider. (f ) Terrain collider.
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Figure 11: Bounding boxes in the assembly of the whole machine.
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(2) F/K parameter selection test. By observing the K/F-
Acc table of the best time sequence (t� 5, b� 20; see
Table 4), we selected the best filter and kernel
through comparison to determine the F/K
parameters.
,rough the horizontal and vertical comparison of
Table 4, when filter� 64, 128, 256 and kernel� 3, 5, 7,
the results were similar. Considering the fluctuation
of accuracy and numerical value, kernel� 7 was the
most stable because the larger the filter was, the
greater the number of parameters. ,us, filter� 128
was chosen as a compromise.

(3) Best network performance test. After selecting other
parameters, optimised network training was per-
formed. ,e network structure parameters were
shown in Table 5. ,e model accuracy and standard
deviation were obtained from the experiment, and
the training time was recorded. ,e result is shown
in Figure 14.
According to the analysis in Figure 14, the test
accuracy was 98.0% (±0.894), and the time used was
3 minutes and 06 seconds. ,e accuracy of the
model was higher than that of the CNN network,
the number of parameters was approximately 7
times that of the LSTM, and the time was only
approximately 30 s longer than that. ,is network
could integrate the advantages of the two types of

networks and had a compromise between accuracy
and time consumption. ,e overall performance
was better than the CNN and the LSTM single
networks.

,e optimised network training process is shown in
Figure 15. ,e accuracy was approximately 95%, the loss was
approximately 0.25, and the trained model size was only 6.32.

6.1.3. Performance Test Analysis of the Gesture Recognition
Algorithm. We explored whether the real-time detection
accuracy of the gestures met the standard and conducted
real-time detection experiments to record the classification
of the gestures. We generated a confusion matrix based on
the result of the gesture classification and observed the real-
time classification of each gesture, as shown in Figure 16.

From the analysis of Figure 16, it could be seen that,
except for gestures 9 and 7, the classification accuracy of the
other gestures was relatively high, which met the accuracy
requirements of the gesture recognition model and could be
applied to real-time gesture classification.

At the same time, through this experiment, we proved
that when data was collected, there was approximately 0.5 s
of file input and output processing. ,us, there was an
intermittent reduction in frame rate, which was reduced to
approximately 20 FPS. When the data collection was
completed, the frame rate immediately returned to normal.
,e time consumption of each frame was maintained at

Clenched fist

Emission rays

Virtual hand
position

Parts bounding box

Look up the control layer

Moving parts

Close to the
installation location

Place the parts
in the

installation location

Complete
parts installation

Error warnings and tips

Unfold

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Install
correctly

Figure 12: Interactive rules of virtual assembly.

Table 3: ,e segmentation status table of the time series.

Num
Timing period

t b
1 1 100
2 2 50
3 4 25
4 5 20
5 10 10
6 20 5
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approximately 2ms, during which there was no commu-
nication blocking phenomenon. ,is result showed that
gesture recognition was stable.

6.2. Whole Machine Analysis of the Assembly Effect of the
VirtualAssembly System. ,e assembly time and records are
shown in Table 6. In general, the optimised system increased
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Figure 13: ,e best time sequence segment test data line graph.
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the efficiency by approximately 15% on the basis of the
original system. According to the actual assembly experi-
ment, it was clear that the optimised system used the net-
work model to perform gesture detection, quickly reacted,
and recognised the gestures again, and the recognition
feedback speed was very fast. Even in the case of gesture
recognition errors, it immediately re-recognised the ges-
tures. ,is was not available in the original system. Since the
original system selected parts through the indicator rod,
when the part was not selected due to unintentional hand

shaking, it was necessary to reset the timing to select the part,
which led to a waste of time and a lower assembly efficiency.
,erefore, the current system quickly responded to gestures
and performed efficient assembly with the original gesture
library.

In the average time-consuming index per frame, the two
systems were not much different; both met the assembly
requirements and performed the assembly operations
smoothly.

6.3. Overall Performance Test of the Agricultural Machinery
Virtual Assembly System to Test Agricultural Climbing.
,e behavioural expression of virtual objects was composed
of behavioural models and cognitive models. ,e behaviour
model was the direct response of the virtual object to ex-
ternal changes, and the simulated behaviour conformed to
the basic motion and behavioural rules in the real world.,e
cognitive model was a description of the virtual character’s
analysis of the acquired information and the execution of the
decision-making process. To verify the practicability of the
virtual assembly system, the assembled corn harvester was
imported into the virtual simulation experiment system, and
the corn harvesting experiment was carried out to observe
the experimental effect of the whole machine. ,e specific
experimental steps are shown in Figure 17.

With the gearbox as the only power output, the parts
completed a series of actions under the action mechanics
and finally completed the harvesting behaviour. ,is virtual
simulation experiment could only be completed if the virtual
assembly model met the requirements. At the same time, the
complete simulation behaviour was also of great importance
to the actual harvest. ,e experimental results are as follows.

,e observation and analysis of the operation behaviour
are shown in Figure 18. ,e operation of the crop object and
the harvesting platform in the simulation conformed to the
harvesting operation process: First, after starting the har-
vesting platform, the reel rolled, restricted, and guided the
movement of the crop when it touched the crop. As shown in
Figure 18(a), when the cutting blade of the header touched
the crop object, the root of the crop object separated from
the main body. ,e crop body was entangled by the reel and
guided into the header, and then the auger pushed the
harvest port of the crop object main body, as shown in
Figure 18(b). Finally, the crops sent to the harvesting port
were eliminated, and the harvest data was counted at the
same time, as shown in Figure 18(c). ,e normal harvest
state is shown in Figure 18(d), and the crops that had been
sent to the header were transported to the harvest. At the

Table 4: Time series K/F-Acc table.

Kernel
Filter

8 16 32 64 128 256
2 94.4 (±3.200) 97.6 (±0.490) 98.4 (±1.020) 98.6 (±1.020) 97.6 (±1.744) 98.6 (±0.800)
3 96.4 (±1.356) 98.0 (±1.265) 98.0 (±1.095) 98.6 (±1.020) 98.6 (±1.497) 98.2 (±0.980)
5 96.8 (±2.040) 95.8 (±3.059) 98.0 (±1.673) 98.8 (±1.166) 99.0 (±0.894) 98.4 (±0.800)
7 95.4 (±2.417) 97.4 (±1.625) 97.4 (±0.490) 98.4 (±0.800) 99.8 (±0.400) 100.0 (±0.000)
10 76.6 (±8.913) 95.8 (±3.709) 98.4 (±1.200) 98.4 (±1.497) 97.4 (±2.417) 98.4 (±1.200)

Table 5: CNN-LSTM network structure parameters.

CNN-LSTM configuration
6 weight layers
Input (1000∗5∗20∗9 TimeSeries)
Conv1D-128 (7)
Conv1D-128 (7)
MaxPool1D (2)
Flatten
LSTM (100)
FC-100
Softmax (10)
Parameter Value
Maximum epochs 100
Batch_size 32
Optimiser Adam
Metrics Acc & loss
Min–max normalisation Yes
,e number of parameters 380K
Method Epochs� 5, mean/std

1 2 3 4 5

100
Accuracy & Mean/Std = 98.0%(+/–0.894)

The Total Time = 3'06''

AC
C

98

96

94

92

90

Epochs

Figure 14: Results.
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Figure 16: Real-time classification of gestures.
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Figure 15: Loss change diagram of the network training process. (a) Training and validation accuracy. (b) Training and validation loss.
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same time, the harvesting platform and reel continued to
send new crops to the harvesting platform. If the harvesting
equipment travelled at a too high speed, the crops would be
thrown away, as shown in Figure 18(e). During the harvest,
there was fruit leakage. ,e missing section is shown in
Figure 18(f ). ,e observation results showed that the op-
eration simulation platform met the requirements of op-
eration simulation and could be used for the evaluation test
of the operation behaviour and performance of harvesting
equipment. ,erefore, the virtual assembly platform was of
great importance to complete the virtual simulation.

6.4.Harvest CropLoss Experiment atDifferentDriving Speeds.
,e harvest performance test was carried out, the fruit
harvest data were counted, and the harvest operation sim-
ulation tests of the travel speed of the harvesting equipment

and the under-yield rate were carried out under different
crop distribution densities. ,e test results are shown in
Figure 19. Figure 19 shows that under the same crop dis-
tribution density, the overall yield showed a downward
trend. As the travelling speed increased, the under-yield rate
decreased rapidly. When the speed exceeded 0.39m/s, the
downward trend of the under-yield rate became slower.
However, as the distribution density of the crops increased,
the downward trend of the corresponding under-yield rate
also became slower.,e results of the simulation experiment
were consistent with the conclusions of the relevant docu-
ments of harvesting operations [23, 24]. Using the data to
perform variance analysis, the result showed that both the
travel speed and the crop density had a substantial impact on
the harvesting performance of the harvesting equipment
(P< 0.01) [25].
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Date.xml;

provide model and
parameters
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Figure 17: ,e idea of the whole machine harvesting experiment.

Table 6: Assembly time-consuming statistics.

Serial number
Time-consuming assembly (min) Average time per frame (ms)

Efficiency improvement (%)
Original system Existing system Original system Existing system

1 2′10″ 1′49″ 5.3 5.4 16.1
2 2′05 1′52″ 4.9 5.5 10.4
3 2′08′ 1′48″ 5.1 5.2 15.6
4 2′14″ 1′55″ 5.0 5.5 14.2
5 2′12″ 1′52″ 5.3 5.1 15.1
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7. Conclusions

(1) ,rough the machine learning algorithm experiment,
an accuracy baseline of 78% was selected. In the ex-
periment using the deep learning algorithm, the ac-
curacy of all of the networks was greater than the
accuracy baseline, which proved that the deep learning
algorithm had advantages in establishing a gesture
recognition model.

(2) After experimentation, the CNN-LSTM proposed in
this paper could combine the advantages of the CNN
and LSTM to quickly establish a stable and accurate
gesture recognition model, which realised the initial
extraction of time series feature segments through the
CNN, reduced the burden on the LSTM network, and
improved the time series of the LSTM classification
efficiency.

(3) After testing, the accuracy and stability of the model
met the requirements.

(4) After the whole machine harvesting experiment, the
virtual assembly system model could be used by the
virtual simulation system. ,is system was very
important for the agricultural machinery assembly
and simulation experiments.
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Figure 18: ,e idea of the whole machine harvesting experiment. (a) Restricted crops. (b) After cutting the crop. (c) Eliminated
crops. (d) Normal harvest. (e) Crop drawn in and thrown out. (f ) Missing knots.
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